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Abstract
In the triangle consisting of automata, languages and semigroups various correspondences of
Eilenberg’s type between languages and semigroups and between automata and languages are
known, and it remains to establish similar connections between automata and semigroups. In
this paper we consider a more general case by taking unary X -algebras instead of automata and
we establish complete lattice isomorphisms between the lattices of -varieties of X -algebras,
-varieties of semigroups and weakly invariant congruences on the free semigroup X +, where 
is the cardinality of X , between the lattices of generalized -varieties of X -algebras, generalized
-varieties of semigroups and 4lters of the lattice of weakly invariant congruences on X +, and
between the lattices of pseudo--varieties of X -algebras and pseudo--varieties of semigroups.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries
Sch8utzenberger [16] found an interesting connection between star-free languages and
aperiodic monoids that was a motivation for Eilenberg’s famous Variety Theorem
[7], by which a general correspondence between pseudovarieties of monoids and the
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so-called varieties of languages was established. This theorem initiated further investi-
gations in that area which resulted in many other signi4cant correspondences between
certain special types of languages and classes of monoids and semigroups, whereas Pin
[13] gave another type of correspondences, between the so-called positive varieties of
languages and pseudovarieties of ordered semigroups and monoids. On the other hand,
it was shown by Th+erien [19] that Eilenberg’s Variety Theorem can be extended by
a correspondence between varieties of languages and the so-called varieties of congru-
ences on 4nitely generated free monoids and semigroups, and similar results on the
level of universal algebras were given by Almeida [1]. Finally, Steinby [17] estab-
lished correspondences between pseudovarieties of monogenic X -algebras, varieties of
languages and certain 4lters of congruences on monogenic term X -algebras. Therefore,
in the triangle consisting of automata, languages and semigroups (monoids) various
correspondences of Eilenberg’s type between languages and semigroups (monoids) are
known, as well as between automata and languages, and it remains to establish simi-
lar connections between automata and semigroups, what is the main aim of this paper.
Since the automata we consider do not have necessarily 4nite state sets we rather speak
about unary X -algebras, or just X -algebras.
The central ideas of the paper are quite natural. First, we establish correspondences
between certain classes of X -algebras and semigroups using the concept of the tran-
sition semigroup of an X -algebra. Clearly, those semigroups have generating sets of
cardinalities which do not exceed some given cardinal . This leads to the notions
of a -variety, generalized -variety and pseudo--variety of semigroups. On the other
hand, any of the considered classes of X -algebras has to contain every X -algebra whose
transition semigroup is isomorphic to the transition semigroup of some X -algebra from
this class, what leads to the notions of a -variety, generalized -variety and pseudo--
variety of X -algebras. We also introduce the notion of a weakly invariant congruence
on a semigroup which will play the crucial role in our investigations. Finally, we
prove that -varieties of X -algebras and -varieties of semigroups, where  is the car-
dinality of the alphabet X , form isomorphic complete lattices, and each of them is
dually isomorphic to the lattice of weakly invariant congruences on the free semigroup
X +. Moreover, we show that generalized -varieties of X -algebras and generalized
-varieties of semigroups form complete lattices isomorphic to the lattice of 4lters
of the lattice of weakly invariant congruences on X +. We also establish an isomor-
phism between the lattices of pseudo--varieties of X -algebras and pseudo--varieties
of semigroups.
For an alphabet X the free monoid over X is denoted by X ∗, its neutral element is de-
noted by e, and the free semigroup over X is denoted by X +. To any n∈N0, where N0
denotes the set of nonnegative integers, we associate the set X¿n = {u∈X ∗ | |u|¿n}.
An X -algebra A= (A; X ) is a system where A and X are nonempty sets and each
symbol x∈X is realized as a unary operation xA :A→A, i.e., this is a unary algebra
whose type is indexed by the set X . For any a∈A and x∈X , we usually write just
ax instead of axA, and for any word w = x1x2 : : : xn ∈X ∗, aw is written instead of awA
where wA :A→A is de4ned as the composition of the mappings xA1 ; xA2 ; : : : ; xAn . The
class of all X -algebras is denoted by AX . A 4nite X -algebra where X is also 4nite is
an automaton.
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The notions such as a variety, generalized variety, pseudovariety etc. will be de4ned
here for arbitrary algebras, but they will be used for X -algebras and semigroups only.
A variety is a class of algebras closed under subalgebras, homomorphic images and
direct products, or equivalently, a class closed under homomorphic images and subdirect
products. It is well-known that a class of algebras C is a variety if and only if C is
the class of all algebras satisfying a set of identities . In this case C is the variety
determined by the set of identities , in notation C= []. A class of algebras is
a generalized variety if it is closed under subalgebras, homomorphic images, 4nite
direct products and arbitrary direct powers, whereas a class of 4nite algebras is a
pseudovariety if it is closed under subalgebras, homomorphic images and 4nite direct
products. A family {Hi}i∈I of sets is directed if for all i; j∈ I there exists a k ∈ I such
that Hi⊆Hk and Hj ⊆Hk . It is known (see [2]) that a class of algebras is a generalized
variety if and only if it can be represented as the union of a directed family of varieties,
and a class of 4nite algebras of 4nite type is a pseudovariety if and only if it is the
class of all 4nite algebras from some generalized variety. For a class of algebras C,
the class of all 4nite algebras from C is denoted by C.
In the case of X -algebras the notion of an identity and related notions are more spe-
ci4c than in the case of other algebras, so we recall these notions. Let X be an alphabet
and let G be a nonempty set such that X ∩G =?, whose elements are called variables.
A term of type X over G is any expression of the form gu, where g∈G and u∈X ∗,
and TX (G) denotes the set of all terms. The term X -algebra TX (G) = (TX (G); X ) is
de4ned with (gu)x = g(ux) for all gu∈TX (G) and x∈X (see Section 1.6 of [9]). The
formal equality gu= hv of two terms gu; hv∈TX (G) is an identity of type X over G,
and if g 	= h it is irregular, otherwise it is regular. A variety of X -algebras is regular
if it is determined by a set of regular identities, otherwise it is irregular. Clearly, with
respect to the satisfaction of identities in X -algebras it is enough to use at most two
distinct variables, i.e., we can assume that G = {g; h}.
For two semigroups S and T , the expression S→T means that T is a homomorphic
image of S. By H (S) (H (A)) we denote the class of all homomorphic images of a
semigroup S (resp. an X -algebra A). A congruence  on a semigroup S is invariant
under an endomorphism  of S if for all a; b∈ S, (a; b)∈  implies (a; b)∈ , and
 is fully invariant if it is invariant under all endomorphisms of S. It is well known
that there is a bijective correspondence between fully invariant congruences on the free
semigroup over a countable alphabet and the sets of identities satis4ed in classes of
semigroups. An equivalence relation  on a set A saturates a subset H ⊆A if H is
the union of some -classes. By A and ∇A we denote the equality relation and the
universal relation on a set A. If L is a lattice and a∈L, then the set [a) = {x∈L | a6x}
is called the principal :lter of L generated by a.
The Myhill congruence of an X -algebra A is the congruence A de4ned on the
free semigroup X + by: (u; v)∈ A⇔ (∀a∈A)au= av, i.e., (u; v)∈ A if and only if the
regular identity gu= gv holds in A. The transition semigroup of an X -algebra A (in
some sources called the characteristic semigroup of A), denoted by S(A), is de4ned as
the subsemigroup of the full transformation semigroup of A consisting of all transition
mappings uA : a → au, u∈X +. It is known that S(A) ∼= X +=A. For a congruence 
on the free semigroup X + the congruence ∗ is de4ned on X ∗ by ∗ = ∪{(e; e)},
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and the Myhill X -algebra of the congruence , in notation M (), is the X -algebra
(X ∗=∗; X ) where operations are de4ned by (u∗)x = (ux)∗, for u∈X ∗ and x∈X . If
A is an X -algebra, then M (A) is the Myhill X -algebra of A, in notation M (A). Two
elementary results are given by the next lemma.
Lemma 1.1. Let X be an alphabet. For a congruence  on the free semigroup X +
and an X -algebra A the following hold:
(a) S(M ()) ∼= X +=,
(b) S(M (A)) ∼= S(A).
For unde4ned notions and notation we refer to Refs. [5,9] and [10].
2. Weakly invariant congruences
The set Con(S) of all congruences on a semigroup S is a complete lattice with respect
to the usual partial ordering ⊆ of relations. This lattice is called the congruence lattice
of S, and without danger of confusion it is also denoted by Con(S). Besides that partial
ordering, we consider the quasi-order → and the equivalence relation ∼ on Con(S)
introduced in [18] by
 → ! ⇔ S= → S=!;  ∼ ! ⇔ S= ∼= S=!:
From the Second Isomorphism Theorem ([5, Theorem II 6.15]) we have
 ⊆ ! ⇒  → !
for all ; !∈Con(S). In the general case, the opposite implication does not hold, but
it was noted in [18] that
 → ! ⇒ (∃ ′ ∈Con(S)) ⊆ ′& ′ ∼ !:
If  is a congruence on a semigroup S such that
 → ! ⇒  ⊆ !;
for every !∈Con(S), then  is a weakly invariant congruence on S.
Following the terminology of [18], for a semigroup S, a subset C of Con(S) is
isomorphically closed if C is saturated by the equivalence relation ∼. Using this notion
we give the following characterization of weakly invariant congruences.
Theorem 2.1. A congruence  on a semigroup S is weakly invariant if and only if
the principal :lter [) of the lattice Con(S) is isomorphically closed.
Proof. Let  be a weakly invariant congruence. Consider !∈ [) and "∈Con(S) such
that !∼ ". Then !→ ", and obviously → !, whence → ". Since  is weakly invariant
then ⊆ ", i.e., [) is isomorphically closed.
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Conversely, let !∈Con(S) be such that → !. As we have already noted, there
exists ′ ∈ [) such that ′∼ ! (Lemma 2 of [18]), and since [) is isomorphically
closed, then !∈ [). i.e. ⊆ !.
The next theorem justi4es the name ‘weakly invariant’ and explains the relationship
between weakly and fully invariant congruences.
Theorem 2.2. The following assertions hold:
(a) Every weakly invariant congruence on a semigroup S is invariant under all sur-
jective endomorphisms of S.
(b) Every fully invariant congruence on a free semigroup is weakly invariant.
Proof. (a) Let  be a weakly invariant congruence on a semigroup S and let  : S→ S=
be its natural homomorphism. Consider a surjective endomorphism  : S→ S. Then
 : S→ S= is an epimorphism and S=ker ( ) ∼= S=, so by Theorem 2.1 we obtain
that ⊆ ker ( ). Hence if (u; v)∈  then (u; v)∈ ker ( ), i.e., u = v , and this
means that (u; v)∈ ker  = .
(b) Let  be a fully invariant congruence on a free semigroup X +, let !∈Con(X +)
be such that → ! and let ’ :X +=→X +=! be an epimorphism. Denote by  1 :X + →
X += and  2 :X + →X +=! the natural epimorphisms. For each x∈X choose a word
ux ∈ (x 2)( 1’)−1. Then the mapping x → ux can be extended up to the endomorphism
 of X +, and from x 1’= ux 1’= x 2 for each x∈X it follows that  1’=  2.
Now for any pair (u; v)∈  follows (u; v)∈  since  is fully invariant, whence
u 1’= v 1’, i.e., u 2 = v 2. Hence (u; v)∈ !, what proves that ⊆ !.
The theorem above suggests the next problem.
Problem 2.1. Is there an example of a weakly invariant congruence that is not fully
invariant?
For a semigroup S, the set of all weakly invariant congruences on S is denoted by
Conwi(S). It is not hard to prove the following fact.
Theorem 2.3. The set Conwi(S) of all weakly invariant congruences on a semigroup
S is a complete lattice.
Corollary 2.1. For every congruence ! on a semigroup S there exists the greatest
weakly invariant congruence !wi contained in !. The mapping ! → !wi is an opening
operator on the congruence lattice Con(S) and Conwi(S) is the set of all open elements
of Con(S) with respect to that opening operator.
3. On -varieties of semigroups
For a cardinal  let S denote the class of all -generated semigroups, i.e., semigro-
ups having a generating set of cardinality 6. The class S is evidently closed under
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homomorphic images, but a subdirect product of -generated semigroups is not nec-
essarily -generated. For that reason we de4ne a -subdirect product of -generated
semigroups to be any subdirect product of these semigroups which is -generated.
Furthermore, a -variety of semigroups is any class of -generated semigroups closed
under homomorphic images and -subdirect products. The class S is clearly the largest
-variety. Obviously, the class of -generated elements of some variety is a -variety.
The converse of this assertion is still an open question, i.e., it is not known whether
any -variety is the class of all -generated semigroups from some variety.
For a class K of semigroups, a congruence  on a semigroup S is called a K-
congruence if the factor semigroup S= belongs to K . The set of all K-congruences on
S is denoted by ConK (S).
The following theorem gives a characterization of -varieties of semigroups.
Theorem 3.1. Let  be a cardinal, let X be an alphabet of cardinality  and let K
be a class of -generated semigroups. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) K is a -variety of semigroups,
(ii) ConK (S) is a principal :lter of the lattice Con(S), for every S ∈S,
(iii) ConK (X +) is a principal :lter of the lattice Con(X +),
(iv) K =H (X +=), for some ∈Conwi(X +).
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii): Let S ∈S and =
⋂
i∈I i where {i}i∈I ⊆ConK (S). Then S= is a
-subdirect product of semigroups S=i, i∈ I , and since S=i ∈K , for each i∈ I , then
S=∈K , i.e., ∈ConK (S). Therefore ConK (S) is a complete meet-subsemilattice of
Con(S). On the other hand, K is closed for homomorphic images, so by Theorem 1 of
[3] it follows that ConK (S) is an order 4lter of Con(S). Hence ConK (S) is a principal
4lter of Con(S).
(ii)⇒ (iii): This implication is obvious.
(iii)⇒ (iv): Assume that ConK (X +) = [) for some ∈Con(X +). First we prove
that K =H (X +=). For S ∈K there is !∈Con(X +) such that S ∼= X +=!, and hence
!∈ConK (X +), what means that ⊆ !. Therefore S ∼= X +=!∈H (X +=). Conversely,
let S ∈H (X +=). Assume that ’ :X + →X += is the natural epimorphism of  and
 :X +=→ S is given epimorphism. Then ’ :X + → S is an epimorphism and
= ker ’⊆ ker (’ ), and according to the hypothesis ker (’ )∈ConK (X +), what mea-
ns S ∈K . Hence K =H (X +=). In order to prove that  is a weakly invariant con-
gruence, consider !∈Con(X +) such that → !. Then X +=!∈H (X +=) =K , i.e., !∈
ConK (X +), and so ⊆ !.
(iv)⇒ (i): Let K =H (X +=), for some ∈Conwi(X +). The closure of K under
homomorphic images is obvious. Suppose that a semigroup S is a -subdirect product
of semigroups Si ∈H (X +=), i∈ I . Then there exist epimorphisms  i : S→ Si (i∈ I)
such that
⋂
i∈I ker  i =S . Moreover, S is a -generated semigroup so there exists an
epimorphism ’ :X + → S. Then for each i∈ I , ’ i :X + → Si is an epimorphism, and
from
⋂
i∈I ker  i =S it follows that
⋂
i∈I ker (’ i) = ker ’. Now, X
+=ker (’ i) ∼= Si
and Si ∈K =H (X +=) imply → ker (’ i), for every i∈ I , and since  is weakly
invariant then ⊆ ker (’ i), for every i∈ I , from which follows that ⊆
⋂
i∈I ker
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(’ i) = ker ’. But, ⊆ ker ’ implies X +=→X +=ker ’ ∼= S, i.e., S ∈H (X +=) =K .
Hence, K is a -variety.
Now we describe the partially ordered set of all -varieties of semigroups through
weakly invariant congruences.
Theorem 3.2. Let  be a cardinal and let X be an alphabet of cardinality . Then
the partially ordered set of all -varieties of semigroups is a complete lattice dually
isomorphic to the lattice Conwi(X +).
Proof. For a -variety of semigroups K let K denote the least element of ConK (X +),
and for ∈Conwi(X +) let K =H (X +=). By the proof of Theorem 3.1 it follows that
K is a weakly invariant congruence on X + and K is a -variety. We shall prove that
the mappings K → K and  → K are mutually inverse dual order isomorphisms of
the partially ordered set of all -varieties of semigroups onto the lattice Conwi(X +),
and vice versa.
By the proof of Theorem 3.1 we obtain that K =H (X +=K) =KK , for every -
variety of semigroups K . Conversely, for any ∈Conwi(X +) and !∈Con(X +) the
following sequence of equivalences holds:
 ⊆ ! ⇔  → ! ⇔ X +=! ∈ H (X +=) = K ⇔ ! ∈ ConK(X +):
This means that = K . Therefore, we have proved that the above de4ned mappings
are mutually inverse bijections.
Further, for two -varieties of semigroups K1 and K2,
K1 ⊆ K2 ⇔ X +=K1 ∈ K2 = H (X +=K2 ) ⇔ K2 → K1 ⇔ K2 ⊆ K1 :
This means that the mapping K → K is a dual order isomorphism of the partially or-
dered set of all -varieties of semigroups onto the complete lattice Conwi(X +), whence
we also obtain that this partially ordered set is a complete lattice and the mapping
K → K is a dual complete lattice isomorphism of this lattice onto Conwi(X +).
Finally, let us mention that in a similar way -subdirect products and -varieties of
arbitrary algebras can be de4ned and the results similar to those presented here can be
proved.
4. On -varieties of X -algebras
In the previous section we established a correspondence between -varieties of semi-
groups and weakly invariant congruences on the free semigroup X + over an alphabet
X of cardinality . In this section we give a similar correspondence between weakly
invariant congruences on X + and certain varieties of X -algebras, called -varieties.
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On the class AX of all X -algebras we de4ne the equivalence relation ∼ by
A ∼ B ⇔ S(A) ∼= S(B):
Then X -algebras A and B such that A∼ B are said to be -equivalent, and a class C
of X -algebras is -closed if it is saturated by ∼. A -closed variety is a -variety.
It can be easily seen that a -closed variety must be closed under direct sums, what
means, according to [15], that it must be regular. Indeed, if V is an irregular variety,
A∈V and B is the direct sum of two isomorphic copies of A, then S(A) ∼= S(B) but
B 	∈V , because B is not connected, and hence, it does not satisfy any irregular identity.
The Myhill X -algebra of a variety V , in notation M (V ), is the X -algebra M (V ),
where the Myhill congruence V of a variety V is de4ned by
V =
⋂
A∈V
A:
The following theorem determines some necessary and suOcient conditions for a
variety of X -algebras to be -closed.
Theorem 4.1. Let X be an alphabet and let V be a variety of X -algebras. Then V
is -closed if and only if the following two conditions are satis:ed:
(1) V is a weakly invariant congruence on X +,
(2) A∈V if and only if M (A)∈V , for every A∈AX .
Proof. Let V be a -closed variety. Since A∼ M (A) for any X -algebra A it fol-
lows that (2) holds. By Theorem 2.1, in order to prove (1) it is enough to check
that [V ) is isomorphically closed. For that reason consider !∈ [V ) and "∈Con(X +)
such that !∼ ". From the de4nition of V it follows that M (V ) is a subdirect prod-
uct of X -algebras M (A), A∈V , so (2) and the closure of V under subdirect prod-
ucts give M (V )∈V . On the other hand, V ⊆ ! implies M (V ) =M (V )→M (!), i.e.,
M (!)∈H (M (V )), and then M (!)∈V . Finally, M (") is -equivalent to M (!), so
M (")∈V , what means that V ⊆ M (") = ". Therefore V is a weakly invariant congru-
ence on X +.
Conversely, suppose that the variety V satis4es conditions (1) and (2). From (2) we
get that M (A)∈V for any A∈V , and then M (V )∈V since it is a subdirect product of
X -algebras M (A), A∈V . Consider B; C ∈AX such that B∼ C and B∈V . This means
that X +=B ∼= X +=C and V ⊆ B, and since V is a weakly invariant congruence, then
by Theorem 2.1 we obtain that V ⊆ C . This implies that M (C) is a homomorphic
image of M (V ), and so M (C)∈V , whence C ∈V , according to (2). Hence V is a
-closed variety.
The next theorem gives another characterization of -varieties of X -algebras.
Theorem 4.2. Let X be an alphabet and let V be a class of X -algebras. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(i) V is a -variety of X -algebras,
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(ii) there exists ∈Conwi(X +) such that
V = {A ∈ AX |A ∼ B for some B ∈ H (M ())};
(iii) there exists ∈Conwi(X +) such that
V = {A ∈ AX |  ⊆ A}:
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii). We are going to prove that the congruence V is the congruence
we are looking for. By Theorem 4.1, V is a weakly invariant congruence on X +. If
A∈V , then V ⊆ A, so M (A)∈H (M (V )) and A∼ M (A). Conversely, let A∼ B,
for some B∈H (M (V )). Then by the proof of Theorem 4.1 we have that M (V )∈V ,
whence B∈V , and since V is -closed it follows that A∈V . Hence, (ii) holds.
(ii)⇒ (iii). Consider A∈V . Then A∼ B where B∈H (M ()), and this implies
 = M () ⊆ B. But S(A) ∼= S(B), i.e., X +=A ∼= X +=B, and since ⊆ B and  is a
weakly invariant congruence, by Theorem 2.1 we get ⊆ A. Suppose now that A∈AX
is such that ⊆ A. Then M (A)∈H (M ()) and A∼ M (A), so from (ii) follows that
A∈V . Therefore, (iii) holds.
(iii)⇒ (i): Let A∈V and let B be a homomorphic image of A. Then A⊆ B, so
⊆ A implies ⊆ B, whence B∈V . Suppose now that A is a subdirect product of X -
algebras Ai ∈V , i∈ I . Then (iii) implies ⊆ Ai for any i∈ I . On the other hand, it can
be easily seen that A =
⋂
i∈I Ai , so we conclude that ⊆ A and A∈V . Hence V is a
variety. To prove that V is -closed, consider A∈V and B∈AX such that S(A) ∼= S(B),
i.e., X +=A ∼= X +=B. Then ⊆ A, and since  is a weakly invariant congruence, by
Theorem 2.1 we obtain that ⊆ B, whence B∈V . Thus, V is a -variety.
Now we characterize the partialy ordered set of -varieties of X -algebras in terms
of weakly invariant congruences.
Theorem 4.3. Let X be an alphabet. Then the partially ordered set of all -varieties
of X -algebras is a complete lattice dually isomorphic to the lattice Conwi(X +).
Proof. By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 it follows that for every -variety of X -algebras
V the congruence V is weakly invariant, and for any ∈Conwi(X +) we have that
V = {A∈AX | ⊆ A} is a -variety of X -algebras. We are going to prove that the
mappings V → V and  → V are mutually inverse dual order isomorphisms of the
partially ordered set of all -varieties of X -algebras onto the lattice Conwi(X +), and
vice versa.
Consider a -variety of X -algebras V . If A∈V then V ⊆ A and by Theorem 4.2
it follows that A∈VV . Conversely, if A∈VV then V ⊆ A, whence M (A) =M (A)∈
H (M (V )) and A∼ M (A), and using (ii) of Theorem 4.2 we obtain that A∈V . Thus,
we have proved that V =VV .
Consider now ∈Conwi(X +). From M ()∈V it follows that V ⊆ M () = . On
the other hand, ⊆ A for every A∈V, whence ⊆
⋂
A∈V A = V . Thus  = V ,
and we have proved that the above-de4ned mappings are mutually inverse bijections.
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Let V1 and V2 be -varieties of X -algebras. If V1 ⊆V2 then clearly V2 ⊆ V1 . Con-
versely, if V2 ⊆ V1 then V2 ⊆ V1 ⊆ A for any A∈V1, and so A∈V2 according to
Theorem 4.2, what gives V1 ⊆V2. Therefore, the mappings V → V and  → V are
mutually inverse dual order isomorphisms of the partially ordered set of all -varieties
of X -algebras onto the complete lattice Conwi(X +), what also implies that this partially
ordered set is a complete lattice and the mentioned mappings are dual complete lattice
isomorphisms.
In the sequel we investigate identities satis4ed in a variety of X -algebras in order
to get some information on -closure of a given variety.
Recall the fact that an X -algebra A (or a semigroup S) satis4es an identity .= /
is usually denoted by A |= .= / (or S |= .= /). Similarly, C |= .= / means that every
X -algebra (or semigroup) from the class C of X -algebras (or semigroups) satis4es the
identity .= /.
A hyperidentity on an algebra is an identity s= t which is satis4ed in that algebra
as an identity after all possible replacements of the operation symbols occurring in
this identity by terms of the appropriate arity simultaneously in terms s and t (for
more information see [6]). Valuation of operation variables with term operations of an
algebra can be described by using the concept of a hypersubstitution, and in the case
of X -algebras this concept can be de4ned in a simpler way than for other algebras. For
an alphabet X , a hypersubstitution of type X , or just a hypersubstitution, is de4ned
as any mapping 1 :X →X +. This mapping can be extended in a natural way up to an
endomorphism 1̂ of the semigroup X + and up to a mapping 1 of the term X -algebra
TX (G) into itself. Namely, if g∈G and u= x1x2 : : : xn, where x1; x2; : : : ; xn ∈X , then
u1̂ = (x11)(x21) · · · (xn1) and (gu)1 = g(u1̂) = g(x11)(x21) · · · (xn1):
If s= t is an identity over TX (G) and A is an X -algebra, then s= t is said to be satis4ed
in A as a hyperidentity, or that it is a hyperidentity on A, in notation A |=hs= t, if
A |= s1= t1 for every hypersubstitution 1 of type X .
The elements from X have already been used as unary function symbols and as
generators of the free semigroup X +, but here they have one more role—they act as
variables.
The next theorem establishes a correspondence between identities satis4ed in an
X -algebra and identities satis4ed in its transition semigroup.
Theorem 4.4. Let X be an alphabet and let A be an X -algebra. Then the transition
semigroup S(A) satis:es an identity u= v over the alphabet X if and only if the
X -algebra A satis:es gu= gv as a hyperidentity.
Proof. We note that S(A) |= u= v if and only if (u1ˆ)A = (v1ˆ)A, for every 1 :X →X +.
On the other hand, (u1ˆ)A = (v1ˆ)A, for every 1 :X →X +, means that A satis4es gu= gv
as a hyperidentity.
A variety V of X -algebras is a solid variety if every identity satis4ed in V is satis4ed
in V as a hyperidentity. Regular solid varieties of X -algebras are described as follows.
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Theorem 4.5. Let X be an alphabet and let V be a regular variety of X -algebras.
Then V is a solid variety if and only if V is a fully invariant congruence on X +.
Proof. Suppose that V is a solid variety. Consider an endomorphism  of the free
semigroup X + and let 1 denote the restriction of  on X . Then 1 is a hypersubstitution
of type X and 1̂=. Assume now that (u; v)∈ V . This means that V |= gu= gv, and
from the hypothesis it follows that V |=h gu= gv, and so V |= g(u) = g(v). Thus
(u; v)∈ V , and hence V is a fully invariant congruence.
Conversely, suppose that V is a fully invariant congruence on X +. Let V |= gu= gv
and consider a hypersubstitution 1 :X →X +. Since 1̂ is an endomorphism of the
free semigroup X +, the hypothesis (u; v)∈ V implies (u1̂; v1̂)∈ V , which means that
V |= g(u1̂) = g(v1̂). Therefore, V |=h gu= gv and thus V is a solid variety.
Now we are ready to give two criteria that can be used in order to conclude if a
given regular variety of X -algebras is -closed or not.
Criterion 1. Let X be an alphabet. If V is a solid regular variety of X -algebras, then
V is a -closed variety.
Proof. Let V be a solid regular variety. Consider two -equivalent X -algebras A and
B such that A∈V . Let gu= gv be an identity of type X satis4ed in V . According to
the hypothesis V |=h gu= gv and by Theorem 4.4 it follows that S(A) |= u= v. Then
S(B) |= u= v as well, and again by Theorem 4.4 we obtain that B |=h gu= gv. Therefore
B satis4es every identity which holds in V and so B∈V .
For an alphabet X let Hyp(X ) denote the set of all hypersubstitutions of type X .
On that set we can de4ne a multiplication ∗ as follows: For 11; 12 ∈Hyp(X ) we set
11 ∗12 = 111̂2. It can be easily seen that with respect to this multiplication Hyp(X ) is a
monoid called the monoid of hypersubstitutions of type X and it is isomorphic to the
monoid of endomorphisms of the free semigroup X +. The concept of a hyperidentity
can be generalized restricting our attention only to some special submonoids of Hyp(X ).
Namely, if M is a submonoid of Hyp(X ) and A is an X -algebra, then an identity s= t
of type X is satis4ed in A as an M -hyperidentity if the identity s1= t1 holds in A for
every hypersubstitution 1∈M . A variety V of X -algebras is M -solid if every identity
satis4ed in V is satis4ed in V as an M -hyperidentity.
In the further text O will denote the monoid of all hypersubstitutions 1 of type X
such that 1̂ is a surjective endomorphism of the free semigroup X +.
Criterion 2. Let X be an alphabet. If V is a -variety of X -algebras, then V is an
O-solid variety.
Proof. Let V be a -variety of X -algebras. As was noted earlier, V is a regular variety.
Let V |= gu= gv and consider a hypersubstitution 1∈O. Then (u; v)∈ V and 1̂ is a
surjective endomorphism of the free semigroup X +, and according to Theorems 4.1
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and 2.2 the congruence V is invariant under all surjective endomorphisms of X +, so
(u; v)∈ V implies (u1̂; v1̂)∈ V , i.e., V |= g(u1̂) = g(v1̂). This means that gu= gv holds
in V as an O-hyperidentity, what means that V is an O-solid variety.
Now we give several examples of -varieties of X -algebras, as well as of some
varieties which are not -varieties.
Example 4.1. Let X be an alphabet. To each word u∈X ∗ and to any natural number
n∈N0 the following varieties of X -algebras are assigned (see, for example, [4,7,9,12]):
Diru = [gu= hu] u-directable X -algebras,
TDiru = [guw = hu |w∈X ∗] trap-u-directable X -algebras,
LDiru = [gwu= gu |w∈X ∗] locally u-directable X -algebras,
LTDiru = [gpuq= gu |p; q∈X ∗] locally trap-u-directable X -algebras,
GDiru = [guwu= gu |w∈X ∗] generalized u-directable X -algebras,
Trapu = [guw = gu |w∈X ∗] u-trapped X -algebras,
Defn = [gu= hu | u∈X¿n] n-de:nite X -algebras,
Nilpn = [guw = hu | u∈X¿n; w∈X ∗] n-nilpotent X -algebras,
LDefn = [gwu= gu | u∈X¿n; w∈X ∗] locally n-de:nite X -algebras,
LNilpn = [gpuq= gu | u∈X¿n; p; q∈X ∗] locally n-nilpotent X -algebras,
GDefn = [guwu= gu | u∈X¿n; w∈X ∗] generalized n-de:nite X -algebras,
RDefn = [guw = gu | u∈X¿n; w∈X ∗] reverse n-de:nite X -algebras.
The varieties Diru, TDiru, Defn and Nilpn are not -closed because they are irregular.
According to Criterion 1, the varieties LDefn, LNilpn, GDefn and RDefn are -closed
since they are solid varieties, whereas by Criterion 2 it follows that the varieties LDiru,
LTDiru, GDiru and Trapu are not -closed because they are not O-solid.
5. The correspondence theorem
Theorems 3.1 and 4.2 suggest the existence of a correspondence between -varieties
of semigroups and -varieties of X -algebras given in the next theorem.
Theorem 5.1 (The Correspondence Theorem). Let  be a cardinal and let X be an
alphabet of cardinality . Then the mappings
K → VK = {A ∈ AX | S(A) ∈ K}
V → KV = {S ∈ S | S ∼= S(A) for some A ∈ V}
are mutually inverse complete lattice isomorphisms of the lattice of all -varieties of
semigroups onto the lattice of all -varieties of X -algebras, and vice versa, respec-
tively.
Proof. Let K be a -variety of semigroups. By Theorem 3.1, there exists a unique
weakly invariant congruence K on X + such that ConK (X +) = [K), so for any
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X -algebra A we have the following sequence of equivalences:
A ∈ VK ⇔ S(A) ∈ K ⇔ A ∈ ConK (X +) ⇔ K ⊆ A:
This means that VK = {A∈AX | K ⊆ A}=VK , whence it follows that VK is a -variety
of X -algebras and the mapping K → VK is the composition of the dual complete lattice
isomorphisms K → K and  → V considered in Theorems 3.2 and 4.3. Therefore,
the mapping K → VK is a complete lattice isomorphism of the lattice of all -varieties
of semigroups onto the lattice of all -varieties of X -algebras.
On the other hand, let V be a -variety of X -algebras. By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2
we have that V is a weakly invariant congruence and V = {A∈AX | V ⊆ A}, so for
any X -algebra A we obtain the following sequence of equivalences:
A ∈ V ⇔ V ⊆ A ⇔ V → A ⇔ S(A) ∈ H (X +=V ) = KV :
From this it follows that KV =KV , which means that KV is a -variety of semigroups
and the mapping V → KV is the composition of the dual complete lattice isomorphisms
V → V and  → K considered in Theorems 4.3 and 3.2. Hence, the mapping V →
KV is a complete lattice isomorphism. From the above proved facts and by Theorems
3.2 and 4.3, it is evident that the isomorphisms K → VK and V → KV are mutually
inverse.
Notice that Theorem 5.1 can be proved directly, as well.
In Example 4.1, for an alphabet X , we have mentioned several -varieties of X -
algebras. Now we are going to determine the -varieties of semigroups corresponding
to them, where  is the cardinality of X , as well as the corresponding weakly invariant
congruences.
Example 5.1. Let  be a cardinal, let X be an alphabet of cardinality  and let n be
a natural number.
By Theorem 8 of [12], the -variety of semigroups corresponding to the -variety
LNilpn consists of all -generated n-nilpotent semigroups, and the corresponding weakly
invariant congruence on X + is the Rees congruence on X + determined by the ideal
X¿n.
According to Theorem 7 of [12], the -variety of semigroups corresponding to the
-variety RDefn consists of all -generated n-nilpotent extensions of left zero bands,
whereas the corresponding weakly invariant congruence l on X + is determined by
(u; v) ∈ l ⇔ u = v or (u; v ∈ X¿n &pn(u) = pn(v));
where pn(w) denotes the pre4x of a word w∈X + of length n. Similarly, in view of
Theorem 6 of [12], the -variety of semigroups which corresponds to the -variety
LDefn is the -variety of all -generated n-nilpotent extensions of right zero bands,
and the corresponding weakly invariant congruence r on X + is determined by
(u; v) ∈ r ⇔ u = v or (u; v ∈ X¿n & sn(u) = sn(v));
where sn(w) denotes the suOx of a word w∈X + of length n.
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Finally, by Theorem 5 of [12], the -variety of semigroups corresponding to the -
variety GDefn consists of all -generated n-nilpotent extensions of rectangular bands,
and the corresponding weakly invariant congruence  on X + is determined by
(u; v) ∈  ⇔ u = v or (u; v ∈ X¿n &pn(u) = pn(v) & sn(u) = sn(v));
i.e., = l ∩ r .
It can be noticed that all of these weakly invariant congruences are actually fully
invariant, because the corresponding -varieties of X -algebras are solid.
6. Generalized varieties and pseudovarieties
Since the concepts of varieties of X -algebras and semigroups that we consider here
are rather diRerent from the usual ones, that will also be the case with generalized
varieties and pseudovarieties. Namely, in de4ning generalized -varieties and pseudo-
-varieties of X -algebras, as well as generalized -varieties and pseudo--varieties of
semigroups, we follow Ash’s results [2] saying that a class of algebras is a generalized
variety if and only if it is a directed union of varieties of algebras and a class of
algebras is a pseudovariety if and only if it is the set of all 4nite members of some
generalized variety.
Let  be a cardinal. A class K of -generated semigroups is said to be a generalized
-variety if it can be represented as the union of some directed family of -varieties.
If K is the class of all 4nite semigroups belonging to some generalized -variety of
semigroups, then it is a pseudo--variety. Similarly, if X is an alphabet, then a class
of X -algebras V is a generalized -variety if it can be represented as the union of
some directed family of -varieties of X -algebras, whereas V is a pseudo--variety if
it can be represented as the class of all 4nite members of some generalized -variety
of X -algebras.
First we characterize the partially ordered set of generalized -varieties of semigro-
ups.
Theorem 6.1. Let  be a cardinal and let X be an alphabet of cardinality . Then
the partially ordered set of all generalized -varieties of semigroups is a complete
lattice isomorphic to the lattice of :lters of the lattice Conwi(X +).
Proof. Let K be a generalized -variety of semigroups and let K be represented as
the union of a directed family of -varieties {K.}.∈Y . Set
FK = { ∈ Conwi(X +) |K ⊆ K}:
If ∈FK and !∈Conwi(X +) such that ⊆ !, then K!⊆K⊆K , whence !∈FK . On
the other hand, let 1; 2 ∈FK , i.e., K1 ⊆K and K2 ⊆K , and let 1 ∧ 2 be the meet
of 1 and 2 in the lattice Conwi(X +). Then X +=1; X +=2 ∈K , so X +=1 ∈K.1 and
X +=2 ∈K.2 , for some .1; .2 ∈Y , and since {K.}.∈Y is a directed family, then K.1 ⊆K.
and K.2 ⊆K., for some .∈Y , whence it follows that X +=1; X +=2 ∈K.. But this
means that 1; 2 ∈ConK.(X +) = [K.), i.e., K. ⊆ 1 and K. ⊆ 2, from which it follows
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K. ⊆ 1 ∧ 2, whence we obtain that K1∧2 ⊆KK. =K.⊆K , which means that 1 ∧
2 ∈FK . Therefore, FK is a 4lter of Conwi(X +).
Conversely, let F be a 4lter of Conwi(X +) and let
KF =
⋃
∈F
K:
Then KF is a generalized -variety because {K}∈F is a directed family of -varieties
of semigroups.
It remains to prove that the mappings K → FK and F → KF are mutually inverse
order isomorphisms between the partially ordered set of all generalized -varieties of
semigroups and the complete lattice of 4lters of the lattice Conwi(X +).
First we prove that K =KFK , for any generalized -variety of semigroups K . If S ∈K
then S ∈K., for some .∈Y , and since KK. =K.⊆K , then S ∈KK. with K. ∈FK , so
S ∈KFK . On the other hand, if S ∈KFK , i.e., S ∈K, for some ∈FK , then K⊆K and
then S ∈K . Therefore K =KFK .
Next we prove that F =FKF , for any 4lter F of the lattice Conwi(X +). If ∈F , then
clearly K⊆KF , so ∈FKF . Conversely, let ∈FKF . Then X +=∈K and K⊆KF =⋃
!∈F K!, so X
+=∈K! =H (X +=!), for some !∈F . From this it follows that !→ ,
and since ! is a weakly invariant congruence, we have that !⊆ , whence ∈F since
!∈F and F is a 4lter of Conwi(X +). Hence, we have proved that F =FKF .
Let K1 and K2 be generalized -varieties of semigroups. If K1 ⊆K2, then ∈FK1
implies K⊆K1 ⊆K2, whence ∈FK2 , and then FK1 ⊆FK2 . On the other hand, if
FK1 ⊆FK2 , then S ∈K1 =KFK1 implies S ∈K for some ∈FK1 , and since this implies
∈FK2 , we then have that S ∈KFK2 =K2, and this means that K1 ⊆K2.
Therefore, we have proved that the above mappings are mutually inverse order iso-
morphisms, what completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 6.1. Using the notation from the proof of Theorem 6.1, it can be easily seen
that
FK = { ∈ Conwi(X +) | K. ⊆  for some . ∈ Y};
what means that FK is the 4lter of Conwi(X +) generated by the set {K.}.∈Y .
Next we give a characterization of the partially ordered set of all generalized -
varieties of X -algebras.
Theorem 6.2. Let X be an alphabet. Then the partially ordered set of all generalized
-varieties of X -algebras is a complete lattice isomorphic to the lattice of :lters of
the lattice Conwi(X +).
Proof. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 6.1 we prove that the mappings
V → FV = { ∈ Conwi(X +) |V ⊆ V}; F → VF =
⋃
∈F
V
are mutually inverse order isomorphisms of the partially ordered set of all generalized
-varieties of X -algebras onto the complete lattice of 4lters of Conwi(X +), and vice
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versa, so this partially ordered set is also a complete lattice and the given mappings
are complete lattice isomorphisms.
Using the previous two theorems we can establish a correspondence between gen-
eralized -varieties of semigroups and generalized -varieties of X -algebras through
the 4lters of weakly invariant congruences. But, we can also give an immediate cor-
respondence between these generalized varieties, as the following theorem
shows.
Theorem 6.3. Let  be a cardinal and let X be an alphabet of cardinality . Then
the mappings
K → VK = {A ∈ AX | S(A) ∈ K}
V → KV = {S ∈ S | S ∼= S(A) for some A ∈ V}
are mutually inverse isomorphisms of the lattice of all generalized -varieties of
semigroups onto the lattice of all generalized -varieties of X -algebras, and vice
versa, respectively.
Proof. Consider a generalized -variety of semigroups K . Let A∈VFK , i.e., A∈V for
some ∈FK . Then ⊆ A and so S(A) =X +=A ∈H (X +=) =K, and ∈FK implies
K⊆K , whence S(A)∈K , i.e., A∈VK . Conversely, let A∈VK , i.e., S(A)∈K . Since K
is the union of a directed family of -varieties {K.}.∈Y , we have that S(A)∈K. for
some .∈Y , i.e., S(A)∈H (X +=K.), so K. → A. But, the fact that K. is a weakly
invariant congruence implies that K. ⊆ A, and this implies that A∈VK. and K. ∈FK ,
whence A∈VFK . Therefore, VFK =VK , and this means that the mapping K → VK is an
isomorphism of the lattice of generalized -varieties of semigroups onto the lattice of
generalized -varieties of X -algebras as the composition of two isomorphisms K → FK
and F → VF , considered in Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, respectively.
On the other hand, consider a generalized -variety of X -algebras V . Let S ∈KV ,
i.e., S ∼= S(A) for some A∈V . Since V is the union of a directed family of -
varieties {V.}.∈Y , then A∈V. for some .∈Y . Then V. ⊆ A, and whence S ∼=
X +=A ∈H (X +=V.) =KV. , and VV. =V.⊆V implies V. ∈FV , so S ∈KFV . Con-
versely, let S ∈KFV . Then there exists ∈FV such that S ∈K =H (X +=), so there
exists an epimorphism  :X +=→ S. Let  denote the natural homomorphism of the
congruence . Then  :X + → S is an epimorphism, and if we set = ker ( ), then
X += ∼= S and  = ker ⊆ ker ( ) = , so S ∼= S(A) and = A, where A=M ().
From ⊆ = A it follows A∈V, whereas ∈FV yields V⊆V , whence A∈V .
Therefore, S ∼= S(A) for A∈V , which means that S ∈KV . Hence KV =KFV , and thus
the mapping V → KV is a complete lattice isomorphism of the lattice of generalized
-varieties of X -algebras onto the lattice of generalized -varieties of semigroups as the
composition of two complete lattice isomorphisms V → FV and F → KF , considered
in Theorems 6.2 and 6.1, respectively.
From the above proved facts and Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 it follows that the isomor-
phisms K → VK and V → KV are mutually inverse.
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Remark 6.2. Let  be a cardinal and let X be an alphabet of cardinality . If a
generalized -variety of semigroups K is represented as the union of a directed family
of -varieties of semigroups {K.}.∈Y , then the corresponding generalized -variety
of X -algebras VK is the union of the directed family of -varieties of X -algebras
{VK.}.∈Y . Similarly, if a generalized -variety of X -algebras V is represented as the
union of a directed family of -varieties of X -algebras {V.}.∈Y , then the corresponding
generalized -variety of semigroups KV is the union of a directed family of -varieties
of semigroups {KV.}.∈Y .
The next lemma describes another important property of generalized -varieties of
semigroups and generalized -varieties of X -algebras.
Lemma 6.1. The intersection of an arbitrary family of generalized -varieties of semi-
groups (resp. generalized -varieties of X -algebras) is also a generalized -variety
(resp. a generalized -variety).
Proof. We are proving just the claim concerning generalized -varieties of semigroups,
whereas the assertion concerning generalized -varieties of X -algebras can be proved
similarly. Let {Ki}i∈I be a family of generalized -varieties of semigroups and for each
i∈ I let Ki be the union of a directed family of -varieties of semigroups {Ki;.}.∈Yi .
Then
⋂
i∈I
Ki =
⋂
i∈I
⋃
.∈Yi
Ki;. =
⋃
∈7
⋂
i∈I
Ki;i;
where 7 is the set of all mappings  : I → ⋃i∈I Yi such that i∈Yi, for each i∈ I . For
every ∈7 we have that ⋂i∈I Ki;i is a -variety of semigroups. Let 1; 2 ∈7 and
de4ne the mapping  : I → ⋃i∈I Yi as follows: For any i∈ I we assume that i is an
element of Yi such that Ki;i1 ; Ki;i2 ⊆Ki;i. Such an element exists because {Ki;.}.∈Yi is
a directed family. Now we have that {⋂i∈I Ki;i}∈7 is a directed family of -varieties
of semigroups and this means that
⋂
i∈I Ki is a generalized -variety.
The last theorem of the paper establishes a correspondence between pseudo--variet-
ies of semigroups and pseudo--varieties of X -algebras.
Theorem 6.4. Let  be a cardinal and let X be an alphabet of cardinality . Then
the partially ordered sets of all pseudo--varieties of semigroups and all pseudo--
varieties of X -algebras are complete lattices, and the mappings
K → VK = {A ∈ AX | S(A) ∈ K};
V → KV = {S ∈ S | S ∼= S(A) for some A ∈ V}
are mutually inverse complete lattice isomorphisms of the lattice of all pseudo--
varieties of semigroups onto the lattice of all pseudo--varieties of X -algebras, and
vice versa, respectively.
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Proof. Using Lemma 6.1 we can easily prove that the intersection of a nonempty
family of pseudo--varieties of semigroups is also a pseudo--variety. This means that
the partially ordered set of all pseudo--varieties of semigroups is a complete lattice in
which the meet of a family of pseudo--varieties {Ki}i∈I equals the intersection of this
family, whereas its join equals the intersection of all pseudo--varieties which contain
every member of the given family. In the same way we can prove the corresponding
assertion concerning pseudo--varieties of X -algebras.
If K is a pseudo--variety of semigroups and K=K for some generalized -variety
of semigroups K , then it is easy to check that VK =VK . On the other hand, let V
be a pseudo--variety of X -algebras and let V =V for some generalized -variety of
X -algebras V . It can be easily seen that KV ⊆KV . Conversely, let S ∈KV . Then S is
4nite and S ∼= S(A) for some A∈V . Suppose that V = ⋃.∈Y V. where {V.}.∈Y is
a directed family of -varieties of X -algebras. From A∈V it follows that A∈V. for
some .∈Y , and by Theorem 4.1 we obtain that M (A)∈V.. Since X +=A = S(A) ∼= S
and S is 4nite, we conclude that X +=A is 4nite and hence, M (A) is also 4nite. This
means that S ∼= S(M (A)) and M (A)∈V =V , so S ∈KV . Hence KV =KV .
Now, in the above notation, VK =VK and KV =KV imply
KVK = KVK = KVK = K = K and VKV = VKV = VKV = V = V ;
whence it follows that the mappings K → VK and V → KV are mutually inverse
bijections of the lattice of pseudo--varieties of semigroups onto the lattice of pseudo-
-varieties of X -algebras, and vice versa. Moreover, it is easy to see that for two
pseudo--varieties of semigroups K1 and K2, from K1 ⊆K2 follows VK1 ⊆VK2 , and
for two pseudo--varieties of X -algebras V1 and V2, from V1 ⊆V2 follows KV1 ⊆KV2 .
Therefore, the mappings K → VK and V → KV are order isomorphisms, and hence,
they are complete lattice isomorphisms.
Example 6.1. Let  be a cardinal and let X be an alphabet of cardinality . Consider
the following generalized -varieties of X -algebras:
ULNilp=
⋃
n∈N0
LNilpn uniformly locally nilpotent X -algebras,
RDef =
⋃
n∈N0
RDefn reverse de:nite X -algebras,
ULDef =
⋃
n∈N0
LDefn uniformly locally de:nite X -algebras,
GDef =
⋃
n∈N0
GDefn generalized de:nite X -algebras.
The corresponding generalized -varieties consist of the following kinds of semi-
groups:
KULNilp -generated nilpotent semigroups,
KRDef -generated nilpotent extensions of left zero bands,
KULDef -generated nilpotent extensions of right zero bands,
KGDef -generated nilpotent extensions of rectangular bands.
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From these and the de4nitions of pseudo--varieties of semigroups and pseudo--
varieties of X -algebras it can be easily seen that the pseudo--varieties of semigroups
corresponding to the pseudo--varieties ULNilp, RDef , ULDef and GDef are pseudo-
-varieties of all 4nite semigroups which are -generated nilpotent semigroups, or
nilpotent extensions of left zero, right zero or rectangular bands, respectively. Further-
more, if ¿ℵ0, then the corresponding pseudo--varieties are ordinary pseudovarieties
of all nilpotent semigroups or nilpotent extensions of right zero, left zero or rectangular
bands.
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